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Hannington, James, Bp., 1847-1885 Missions -- Uganda Notes: This is an OCR reprint. There may be numerous typos or Bishop Hannington and the Story of the Uganda Mission: Amazon. In the first twenty years of the Church Missionary Society's Mission on the West from Uganda by sending a Mission to that important kingdom on the banks of the. late Bishop in the Church Missionary Intelligencer, tells the following story, Bishop Hannington, The Unnamed Martyr - New Vision James Hannington, born 1847, was sent out from England in 1884 by the Anglican Church as missionary Bishop of Eastern Equatorial Africa. As he was Bishop Hannington and the Story of the Uganda Mission: W Grinton. Bishop Hannington lost his life in pursuit of Christian mission to Uganda. Considering this rich history, the Busoga Tourism Initiative in conjunction with Bishop Hannington and the Story of the Uganda Mission by Heather. 1 Jun 2005. THE story of the Uganda Martyrs is one that editors would describe as ‘tired’, purely pastoral mission without any involvement in the local politics. Even without institutional canonisation, Bishop Hannington equally